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Executive Summary
Purpose of the Strategic Research Agenda
This Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) has been produced as an update to the SRA
produced by the Rapid Manufacturing Platform dated 3rd November 2006. Although the
broad direction of the Additive Manufacturing field has not changed, particular areas
have changed in priority which is highlighted in this SRA.
The main purpose of the SRA is to identify the key challenges which are limiting
adoption and exploitation of AM. These challenges are considered against a range of
industrial sectors to which AM is or could offer significant benefit, with key technical
barriers identified. Against the backdrop of this analysis, recommendations for research
priorities to address these challenges are presented from the short, medium and long-term
perspectives.
This SRA has been developed through a variety of inputs from key industrial players,
association groups and academic experts across Europe.
Since the presentation of the last rapid manufacturing platform SRA it has been widely
accepted that the term ‘Rapid Manufacturing’ should be replaced with ‘Additive
Manufacturing’ (AM), the word ‘additive’ gives a better description of the approaches
involved, hence the term Additive Manufacturing is used in this document.
Key Findings and Recommendations
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Introduction
Additive Manufacturing (AM) refers to a group of technologies that build physical
objects directly from 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) data. AM adds liquid, sheet or
powdered materials, layer-by-layer, to form component parts with little or no subsequent
processing requirements. This approach provides a number of advantages, including unrivalled geometric freedom of design, near 100% material utilisation and short lead times.
Figure 1 shows a number of different components created using a variety of AM
techniques.

Figure 1: Components across a number of industries produced using AM
techniques.
When compared with other manufacturing techniques AM offers great potential for
producing objects with unique material combinations and geometries, not possible with
traditional manufacturing methods and this has led to the AM technologies being
increasingly used within a wide range of industries including the biomedical engineering,
aerospace and electronics industries.
AM processes can be categorised by the type of material used, the deposition technique or
by the way the material is fused or solidified. For example, powdered material can be
delivered using controlled deposition via a nozzle or each layer can be coated in one
process (e.g. via a wiper blade in a powder bed chamber). Similarly there a number of
techniques that can be used to solidify material once deposited. This includes photopolymerisation, heat curing, laser sintering and melting, electron beam melting, ultrasonic
welding and chemical binding.
There are two common ‘types’ of metallic AM systems; powder bed (Selective Laser
Melting) and nozzle system (Laser Metal Deposition), shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2: Schematic of a powder bed Figure 3: Schematic of a nozzle process
process (SLM) (Courtesy Trumpf GmbH)
(LMD) (Courtesy LPW Technology)
Powder bed systems selectively melt powder material, layer on layer, using a heat source.
After a layer is processed, fresh material is coated onto the previous layer and the process
repeats In contrast, a nozzle system delivers the powder material and heat source
concurrently, causing direct fusion of the material onto the substrate (or previously
deposited material).
Description of AM nomenclature
It is well known that there are a lot of processes which are included within AM. Below is
a diagram in Figure 4, which lists the AM methods and list categorised by their material
deposition method, all of which are included within the scope of this SRA.

Figure 4: List of additive Manufacturing Technologies categorised by material.
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Myths and truths surrounding AM
Below are a number of myths that surround AM, with an associated comment aimed at
being more realistic interpretation:
There is not unlimited design freedom, BUT there is great design freedom
It is not ‘rapid’, BUT it is very agile and adaptable
AM does not yet have 100% material usage, BUT it is getting close
AM will not be suitable for all applications, BUT it is currently especially good
for small batches of complex and customised/personalised parts
These points are very general comments, but there has to be some realism to the
expectations from AM, and the promotion of AM should over-promise its capabilities.

Benefits of AM
There are a number of advantages and benefits for AM the main ones are outlined below:
CAD-to-Part: AM allows a 3D CAD drawing of a component or shape to be converted
directly into a physical part without design or geometrical limitation.
Design for Customisation: Using AM allows users to generate parts with greater
customisation, with no additional manufacturing costs (e.g. extra tooling).
Design for Function: AM manufacturing allows the user to design for function rather
than for manufacture, for example allowing internal features that would be impossible to
produce using conventional manufacturing techniques.
Design for Light-weighting: Novel design and flexible manufacturing enable the
production of lightweight structures. For example, parts can be made with hollow or
complex lattice structures which retain structural strength but with reduced weight.
Near Net Shape Manufacturing: AM enables the direct production of a component to
be close to their final (net) shape, with minimal need for additional process steps.
Material utilisation: AM techniques have the potential to approach zero waste material
(or 100% utilisation), due to only material ending up in the part being processed.
Reduction in toxic waste: AM techniques do not directly use toxic chemicals in any
measurable amount. This is a direct benefit against traditional machining processes.
Reduced Time-to Market: While part forming using AM techniques is generally slower
than traditional manufacturing steps, the ability to consolidate several machining steps
into a single manufacturing step, which will dramatically reduce overall manufacturing
time.

Methods used to prepare the SRA
This SRA has been compiled with input from all areas of the AM development chain,
throughout the EU. Although this has predominantly been industry led, the views of
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academia and the AM research community have been incorporated as appropriate. The
process has involved initial scoping through the AM Platform, which has then been
followed up by initiatives on a national level. For example, the Additive Manufacturing
Network (AM Net) initiative in the UK has been set up to bring together industry and
academia to input into this SRA through a series of workshops (the output of these is
shown in Annex B). Following this consultation, the draft document has been circulated
for widespread feedback, and revision. The result is a clear, concise and informed view of
what is needed to get the most out of AM.

Industry Perspectives
To gauge the current manufacturing maturity of AM it is useful to measure AM
applications against the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scale. Following initial
development from NASA, other organisations, companies and industry has widely
accepted the TRL scale as a way of measuring the maturity of the application of
technology. A more manufacturing orientated version of the TRL scale has been defined
as the Manufacturing Capability Readiness Level (MCRL) approach. A schematic of this
is presented as Figure 5. For the purpose of this comparison TRL and MCRL are
considered equivalent.

Figure 5: Manufacturing Capability Readiness Level (MCRL), part of the
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) approach. Courtesy Rolls-Royce Plc. Note:
‘FAIR’ is an internal Rolls-Royce acronym.

Considering the AM development and exploitation that is in the public domain, it is
evident that individual applications are at all points of this scale. For example, the
creation of single crystal turbine blades could be viewed as being at TRL 1, and the
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manufacture of simple plastic components at TRL 9. Overall however, the following
conclusions can be made:
AM is in the ‘productionisation’ phase; applications have been proven and are
awaiting exploitation. This would equate to approximately TRL 4.
The AM of plastics is, in general, at a higher TRL scale (TRL 7-9) than that of
metallics (3-7). However, the additive manufacture of plastics with good
engineering properties is generally lower (TRL 4-5) Other materials are generally
lower than this (TRL 1-3), for example ceramics.
The above conclusions are by no means absolute; there are many applications at all
levels. However, for AM to progress, the large amount of applications that are at or
approaching TRL 4 need to be exploited for commercial gain.
TRL 4 to 6 are traditionally the key areas to developing a process for production, and are
therefore, the main areas where applications fail. It is comparatively easy and cost
effective to prove that an application can be done in a laboratory. It requires a lot more
development and investment to achieve process capability and stability in full production.
Below, several key industries where AM is already used, being considered or identified as
a potentially beneficial approach, with a TRL assessment of progress and key specific
challenges identified (some of these are ‘cross-cutting’ several sectors).
Rapid Prototyping
Care must be taken when using the term ‘Rapid Prototyping’ because it is still used, in
certain circles, as an umbrella term to describe additive manufacturing. Work is now
being undertaken to standardise AM terminology (ASTM F42, ISO/TC 261, BSi AMT/8)
and from this work Rapid Prototyping is an agreed published term (ASTM F2792) to
describe a subset of additive manufacturing for the creation of a part for form, fit and/or
functional testing. Hence, it is still possible to create a “prototype” from metal, polymer
or ceramic materials using an additive manufacturing system. Rapid prototyped parts are
used in a number of industrial sectors including transport, medical and consumer
products.

Aerospace
The aerospace market is quite varied in the use of AM, with many examples of niche
components being made and supplied using various forms of AM (in both polymers and
metals), at TRL 7-9. Although there are no widespread uses of AM currently, most, if not
all aerospace manufacturers are undertaking R&D activities, especially around metal AM.
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Figure 6: Analysis of component price vs. material (metal) deposition rate in AM,
with ‘break-even’ point compared to traditional machining manufacture at typical
aerospace buy-to-fly ratios.
One of the key drivers in manufacturing of high value aerospace components is
improving the buy-to-fly ratio of metallic components; which are typically 5-20. Figure 6
highlights why AM is such an attractive potential alternative manufacturing route, due
primarily to its high material use efficiency (and ability to process aerospace grade
titanium and nickel alloys). The majority of components being considered for aerospace
manufacture are around the TRL 4-6 level, with specific ‘secondary’ issues facing the
final deployment. A number of aero sectors with interest in AM have been highlighted
below. It is strongly believed that the ability to process a greater range of materials and
the implementation of industry standards would likely result in using AM more
aggressively for the purpose of research and development and experimental rig testing.
Aeroengine

Many ‘demonstrator’ parts have been shown, with the benefit of light-weighting (through
design) of existing components, and potential to simply assembly of complex parts.
However, due to the fail-safe nature of aero engines, reproducibility, non-destructive
testing (NDT) and certification are the key barriers to adoption of AM in this area.
Additionally fatigue properties and the effect of surface finish still need to be improved to
ensure applicability.
Airframe

The construction and light-weighting of brackets is a key benefit of AM, with many
larger airframe components being responsible for buy-to-fly >15. To achieve market
adoption the key element is cost, primarily related to material deposition rates, which
practically need to be >0.5 Kg/hr (in titanium alloys). To achieve this will require further
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developments in the process control and reproducibility of nozzle-based techniques,
which are currently around TRL 5-6.
Repair

Repair and servicing of aircraft is a very high value-added activity that is highly
profitable. The ability of AM to enable more advanced repair operations through selective
re-application of advanced alloy materials (e.g IN718, etc) has wide interest, particularly
in the aero industry. However, the ability to reverse engineer a section to determine
repair requirements and subsequently apply them, is currently at TRL 3-4 . Further
support from the CAD industry and NDT technologies (for purposes of validation and
certification) is also necessary to realise this valuable market opportunity.

Medical
AM is impacting medicine in more than one important ways, AM techniques have been
applied within the medical and dental arena for the creation of assistive, surgical and
prosthetic devices, surgical implants, and scaffolds for tissue engineering. Like any field,
in medical applications it is imperative to decrease product development time while
simultaneously providing functional performance feedback is an excellent prospect for
AM technologies.
It was recognized quite early that AM could bring great improvements to the fields of
prosthetics and implantation and the particular applications are now gaining wide interest
especially due to the nature of the process allowing complex parts to be created
specifically for the patient directly from a 3D CAD model which has been created from a
patient’s CT or MRI scan [7]. Accurate patient specific implants produced using the 3D
scan data can reduce the removal of healthy bone, eliminate the need for bone grafting,
promote effective planning of implantation/surgery and shorten the time of anaesthesia.
Currently most implants are ‘standard’ (or come in a limited range of sizes) manufactured
from titanium alloy Ti6Al4V and using a variety of costly and time-consuming
manufacturing techniques; investment cast from raw material ingot, forged shapes from
wrought bar and machined shapes from wrought bar or plate precursors [5]. While this is
adequate for some medical implants such as hips or knees, given the degree of similarity
between human beings, for maxillofacial implants, the need for customised shapes/sizes
which are person specific is vital. These products currently have to be produced using
expensive, labour-intensive techniques [6].
Benefits of using AM for the production of medical implants include:
1. A fast response and flexible manufacturing process with the ability to create products that
require minimal amount of post-processing – enabling “scan-to-implant” adaptation.
2. No tooling or moulds are required, making it an ideal process for customised products
and low to medium production volume, high value components.
3. Option to create complex surface structures for enhancing osseointegration.
4. SLM is nearly 100% efficient on material usage, creating high value components in a
cost-effective manner. Conventional manufacturing methods for high value components
usually involve the removal of up to 90% of the initial material stock.
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Applications and Recommendations
Modelling methods for customised implants and medical devices.
Develop viable processes for fabrication of ‘smart scaffolds’ and for construction of 3D
biological and tissue models. While the processes are as yet far from completely
understood, stem cells may be able to express all the necessary proteins to create a
complex organ such as a heart or a liver if they are held in the correct geometric structure.
Such structures, called scaffolds, can be created in a variety of ways using rapid
prototyping. The engineering problems associated with generating scaffolds concern fine
resolution and materials. The stem cells must be held in close proximity in a controlled
geometric relationship, and the materials of the scaffold must "melt away" or metabolize
in some way as the organ develops.
Create Bio-AM including modelling, analysis and simulation of cell responses and cell
tissue growth behaviour.
AM is one of the primary platforms by which computational advances are increasingly
becoming physically combined with humanity. The prospect for greatly improved health
and the defeat of mortality are already visible on the horizon.
Transport (excluding Aerospace)
Whether it’s a prototype concept car, a production car or a racing car, Additive
Manufacturing is likely to have played a part in its development.
More and more car manufacturers are using the benefits of additive manufacturing in the
production of concept cars. The process opens a new world of design freedom and allows
concept cars to be built faster than with the traditional methods. 3D models are used for
everything from concept creation to production planning, allowing design engineers to
speed and improve the development process. The automotive industry has historically
used additive manufacturing as an integral tool in the design process. The fast-paced
design cycles in the automotive industry require a rapid prototyping solution that can
produce almost any geometry with a variety of material properties, quickly and cost
effectively.
Examples of recent concept cars consisting of additive manufacturing technologies
include: Pininfarina's Sintesi, Citroën's Hypnos and GT, Renault's Ondelios, Mazda's
Kiyora, etc.
Electronics and Electronic Devices
Additive manufacturing of electronic devices and components has a growing interest.
Similarities between additive manufacturing and direct write technologies can also be
made, particularly for the deposition of conductive materials onto conformal surfaces.
However, AM has the added potential to build fully integrated devices and this is the
likely driver for technology development. AM of integrated devices is currently at TRL 12. Inkjet printing is the likely technology to drive these developments due to its ability to
deliver a varied range of conductive and dielectric materials. However, issues
surrounding the current limited choice of materials, are significant barriers. It is envisaged
that future developments could build upon the integration of two or more AM techniques
into a single hybrid device to enable construction of fully integrated active devices.
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Another area of interest for additive manufacturing technology is the
attachment/embedment of future SiC devices for purposes of monitoring in high
temperature/harsh environments.
Metals based additive manufacturing technologies
(laser metal deposition as one example) offer a possible unique solution to encapsulate
sensors into a metal or metal composite housing offering both a means of attachment and
protection from the environment.
Consumer Products
Many plastics processors are just starting to become familiar with the terms “additive
manufacturing” or “additive fabrication”.
One of the principle uses of Additive Manufacturing parts in the consumer goods industry
is to produce prototypes and models.
The 2008 Wohlers Report identifies three segments that make up the largest use of
additive fabrication technology. The biggest is consumer products and electronics,
including toys, cell phones, and televisions; followed by motor vehicles—cars, pickups,
and motorcycles; and then by medical and dental devices. Wohlers projects an increased
use of these machines, particularly 3D printers, for product design and testing.
Although making prototypes remains the main use of additive fabrication, the technology
has increasingly spread into rapid manufacturing—also termed “direct digital
manufacturing” (DDM) by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers—as well as into rapid
tooling. One industry projection for the future would involve the use of a single machine
for the design, prototype, and finished part.
Artists, jewellers and fashion designers are using Additive Manufacturing in a range of
ways and we’ve worked with many of them to produce bespoke pieces.
We’ve worked with sculptors to build scaled models of proposed sculptures to
demonstrate the design to commissioning bodies. We’ve worked with leading fashion
designers to produce things as varied as shoes and art installations. Jewellery designers
have come to us to produce high end, cutting edge titanium jewellery.
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Key Challenges
The growth in production applications for AM technologies has been limited, in general
terms, by several factors. Among them are:
materials selection,
process performance,
cost (running costs, hardware and consumables),
design and implementation and
potential impacts (Environmental) (see Figure 7).
Figure 7 below is a result of canvassing industrial opinions from automotive, aerospace
and medical sectors. The figure also shows how the current perceived challenges have
evolved from the challenges identified in the previous RM SRA (2006). While this list is
not exhaustive, and some of the topics are being addressed on a small/individual
organisation scale, if the EU is to remain at the forefront of AM exploitation significant
effort is required to overcome these challenges.
The development of functional polymer materials suitable for AM instigated the move
from rapid prototyping to rapid manufacturing. A similar driver is now needed for metal
AM to move the technology into a true manufacturing arena. Powder metals are available
now, in many alloy compositions, and the challenge is to develop procedures that allow
for their processability in existing and in future AM hardware.
European
Economy & Society

Materials

Material & Process

Processes

Cost

Business
implementation

Design

Environmental

Design &

Benefits

Implementation

Performance

Figure 7: Perceived challenges for AM technology
Cost
Cost is clearly a key driver, and barrier, for the adoption of AM. For new technologies to
be adopted in production, clear and significant cost-performance benefits need to be
established and justification of investment and risk associated with their implementation.
There are a number of clear areas where cost reduction will have the largest affect on
AM:
Increased processing speed/productivity
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Fast turnaround and addressing material/part/component handling
Reduction in equipment cost
Reduction in material cost and improved material utilisation
Reduced post-processing through improved process control
A reduction in scrap/improved repeatability
Figure 8 shows a schematic of a simplified AM cost model. The main cost of AM
products is in the process. This cost includes the labour involved, and the depreciation of
the machine. To minimise these costs, productivity improvements need to be
implemented. AM is a slow process because of the layered nature of the techniques.
Development to decrease the time to create each layer, the overall time between layers,
and start up and shut down time, should therefore, be a priority.
.

Figure 8: A schematic showing a simplified cost model for the production of
components using AM processes.
Although equipment cost is reducing, with the cheapest systems available for 10k€ or
less, equipment can be 500k€ or more. The difference is usually the material and quality
requirements. For business propositions to be pursued in current financial climates,
machines are being depreciated over shorter timescales, such as five or three years,
perhaps less. This results in the cost of the machine having more of an influence over the
cost of the product.
Material cost is a key factor. Reliable material at a competitive commercial cost is key for
the development of AM. Material suppliers are fulfilling these requirements, but this
needs to continue and develop. The tying in of material suppliers to the machine provider
is not necessarily a strategy that is beneficial for AM. It generally increases cost, and
single source supply increases the risk to industry. Many companies will not pursue an
application if there is such an arrangement.
Other factors contribute to cost such as post-processing, heat treatment and final
machining (if necessary), non-destructive testing, geometrical assessment, batch testing
etc. There are ways to reduce these costs, such as improving the product from the AM
machines to minimise post-processing, and ensuring a consistency of product to minimise
quality checking procedures. Re-write?

Process capability is ultimately concerned with the part being fit for purpose. Process
stability development works towards ‘right every time’ production. Key areas for
improvement regarding process capability include:
14
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Material capability, quality and performance
‘Right first time’ processing
Larger parts and process scale-up
Improve surface finish
Geometrical stability
Smaller parts and features

Material processability is key to the performance of a part. Currently, each end user
goes through an extensive validation exercise, including both static and fatigue testing in
the case of metallics, to confirm the material performance. In comparison, the
performance of cast and wrought material is well documented, and it is necessary for
future acceptance that AM material is viewed in the same way. The hydroscopic nature
of some plastic AM components and the consistency of ceramic parts can cause more
repeatability problems. These issues are being addressed but consistency is still a
problem which requires addressing.
AM parts have the potential to out-perform, or perform differently, to conventionally
manufactured components. However, efforts to replace (or displace) cast material, for
example, with AM material has produced results. This is because it is a replacement issue
rather than the qualification of what is seen as a ‘new’ material. Material quality needs to
be consistent ‘every time’, and this can vary especially if processing parameters have not
been fixed.
Larger parts need to be created through the scale-up of the processes. AM techniques
that fully fill the build volume with raw materials i.e. powder bed systems and
stereolithography, are generally more difficult to scale up than systems that dispense
material only in places where material is needed i.e. material feed system including inkjet
printing of photosensitive resins and extrusion heads. When stock material is deposited
entirely across the build volume scale-up becomes more difficult because of the need to
deposit and handle large volumes (and often large masses) of raw material. However,
currently powder bed systems are more capable production systems (better repeatability,
surface finish, feature definition). There is also a need to address the issue of increasing
process speed during scale up and this is applicable to all the AM techniques described
above. Hence, the challenge of scale-up can be significant, especially when trying to
maintain (or better still improve upon) the accuracy, stability, repeatability and part
resolution or current systems.
Surface finish has a big effect on the cost-benefit of AM, as a high quality surface finish
can allow a part can be taken off the platform and used directly without any further
finishing. This is particularly important when considering fatigue properties of
components with internal features (i.e. for weight saving) that are inaccessible to
machining operations. The capability to create accurate and more complex geometries
reduces scrap and increases value, respectively. The challenge is often related to the
material characteristics and the mechanism by with the material is processed. For
example,
Related to surface finish is the development of smaller parts and features achieved
through handling of powders particle sizes less than 10 microns. While this can be
practically challenging, some companies have achieved this, but issues remain with
understanding the power-beam (laser or electron beam) and material interaction(s) and
15
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associated changes required in process control (mainly on a practical, rather than
fundamental level).
Hybrid processing presents an excellent opportunity to ‘fast-track’ adoption of AM, by
enabling the addition of features to existing substrates to create parts. This has already
been shown in Aerospace (reduced buy-to-fly ratios) through materials savings, but
additionally reduced manufacturing complexity is very attractive to many industries.
Related to this is the replacement of assemblies in which AM is attractive as it reduces
(or eliminates) downstream joining processes. The key challenges in both of these areas
are precise locating of parts and subsequent adaptation of the process control, as well as
developing design tools and methodologies to empower design engineers to take
advantage of AM.
Key areas regarding process stability include the stability of:
Material feedstock
Build to build consistency
From one batch to a future batch
From one platform to another of the same platform
From one platform to a different platform
If the material fed into the AM system is inconsistent then the part created will be
inconsistent. There also has to be a consistency from build to consecutive build.
Production also has the requirement that, should the build requirements be interrupted, the
original procedures can be successfully followed. This is also true is the same equipment
from the same supplier is used. There is a lesser need for the transfer of parameters from a
system supplied by one manufacturer to a similar system supplied by another. This kind
of consistency would enable the creation of standard material performance data, as is
available for cast metallics.
Design and Implementation
The AM approach allows a level of design freedom that has not been seen before, capable
of creating parts that cannot be manufactured by any other means, which is a key medium
to long-term advantage of AM. Given that certain AM technologies could be perceived
as being in the ‘productionisation’ phase (TRL level 4-7) the implementation of a holistic
production approach needs to be developed. The key areas regarding Design and
Implementation include:
Design benefits to enable design for purpose rather than manufacture
Establishment of standards
Reduced lead times and Supply Chain
Design flexibility
Personalised or customised products
Reduction of recurring costs, e.g. tooling
Reduced inventory
Education of designers to improve AM knowledge and software tools
Disseminate the successes
Standards have been slowly created for AM to date, however, a recent initiative from
ASTM has brought together AM developers and users from the around the globe with the
aim to standardise AM. It is important that European industry is well represented in these
developed (discussed in further detail in the Outlooks section).
16
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Supply chain developments have highlighted advantages of AM. For example, simply
providing powder to a machine on-site can provide parts of varied size and shape, with
great flexibility. This can reduce lead times, recurring costs, the need for inventory and
‘part miles’, reducing the environmental impact of the components.
There is a great need to educate the current and next generation of designers to what can
be achieved with AM. The most benefit from AM is usually achieved when the parts are
redesigned for the AM process. Using conventional design thinking of ‘design for
manufacture’, if applied to AM, does not get the most out of the approach and currently
often leads to non cost-effective comparison with traditional manufacturing techniques.
Thus there is a need to further publicise the successes, and build political momentum for
the adoption of AM, including the development of training programs aimed at design
engineers.
Understanding the Environmental Benefits
Future manufacturing will be measured increasingly on its environmental footprint and
AM has distinct advantages over more conventional processing:
Material utilisation/recycling validation, especially regarding polymeric materials.
Enabling light-weighting of components for transport applications.
Development of light-weighting for reduction in transport footprint
Processing improvements
More efficient heat sources and subsequent reduced energy consumption
Higher productivity processing
Reduction of in-process losses
‘Clean’ and ‘Sustainable’ processing development
Localised manufacture with reduced ‘cost of logistics’ across the supply-chain
The near 100% material utilisation involved in AM is a distinct advantage to wasteful
processes such as machining. ‘Buy to use’ ratios can be 20:1 by weight, or higher. This is
clearly not sustainable in the long term from and environmental or economic stand point.
More effort is also required in the validation and standardisation of the batch to batch
recycling of materials, especially with regards to polymeric materials.
Light-weighting can provide a number of benefits. In transport applications this can
improve fuel efficiency and performance, potentially reducing consumption and
emissions. It reduces the amount of material required and can also reduce the impact of
transportation. The compression of supply chains can also have environmental benefits.
AM techniques have room for improvement regarding their overall approach. For
example, the heat sources used, for example lasers, need to be made more electrically
efficient. The processes are too slow and therefore need to be more productive to reduce
resource usage. As with most processes there is room for improvement regarding inprocess losses.
AM techniques are ‘clean’ in that they do not consume water, tooling, chemicals and are
near 100% material efficient. True Sustainability is achieved through not consuming
natural resources. AM can reduce the use of material, assist in the reuse and recycling
through improved design. More work needs to be done however, in the recycling of
material using AM processes after the part has finished its natural usage life. This could
involve melting of used parts, the monitoring and control of material chemistry, and the
17
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atomisation of this material to create feedstock for AM systems. The value chain is key,
because if the material is fed back into the same level or higher, true sustainability can be
approached.
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Outlooks
The use of additive manufacturing for prototyping is well developed. Countless
companies worldwide rely on it daily for making models and prototypes for form, fit and
function (Wohler’s 2010). Making parts for function is less clear and considered the next
phase of industrial development. Two distinct markets are slowly developing for products
made by additive manufacturing; one is the professional market, which includes medicine
(orthopaedic implants), aerospace, and automotive. The other is the consumer market
including home accessories, fashion and entertainment. Within these sectors additive
manufacturing will also be key in product development (rapid prototyping).
Professional markets are often demanding and require certification which makes adoption
of new technologies very difficult. However, with the introduction of standards AM is
expected to become common place in the manufacture of custom fit implants. Within the
aerospace industry, certification and process development to expand the choice of
available materials would likely result in widespread adoption of AM. It is expected that
AM parts could be common place on flying aircraft in the next 10 years (Wohlers, 2010).
Military applications also offer an interesting proposition for AM, where products are
often of high value, complex and produced in low numbers. Some are custom fit. Parts
are needed for unmanned vehicles, communication devices, mobile hospitals and armour
(body and machinery).
The development of AM hardware also needs to take place. For the professional market,
AM equipment would need to be easily accessible and integrate into a commercial site
with minimal disruption to product flow along a production line. For the home consumer
market, a low cost hardware and consumables option would be key for wide spread
uptake.
Growth Potential
Figure 9 shows the AM market growth from 1993. It is evident that, excluding
extraordinary events such as those around 2001 and 2008, there has been massive growth
year on year in the AM sector.
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Figure 9 The Additive Manufacturing market since 1993 (x axis). The currency on the y
axis is in millions of US dollars. The lower portion of the bars indicate ‘products’, and the
upper proportion indicate ‘services’. The 2010 value has been predicted. Courtesy
Wohlers Associates Inc.
The majority of these revenues are concerned with products and services associated with
the production of plastic AM parts (which operate at TRL 7-9). However, there is still
much research and development to do to penetrate existing markets and create new
opportunities in the field of plastics.
The metallics AM business is catching up with the plastics related components,
especially in value terms (rather than volume). For comparison, the forging and castings
market worldwide is of the order of $100 Billion; with parts machined from billet a
particular target sector for the introduction of metallic based AM..
Ceramic materials in AM are less common place than their metal and polymer
counterparts and the majority of parts manufactured from ceramic materials are used for
visual prototypes, produced typically using 3D inkjet printing or sand casting core and
cavities produced by ether 3D printing or laser sintering/melting. In most situations, a
green part is produced which consists of ceramic particles held together by a polymer
binder. Processing the ceramic powder directly is also possible by melting through laser
exposure. However, a high temperature environment is crucial to prevent crack
propagation. Ceramic materials have wide spread use in many large industrial sectors
including electronics, medical, tooling and casting, and consumer products including toys.
Hence, there is a large market pull to continue development of ceramic materials
processed by AM technologies.
There are also other initiatives in niche areas. For example, in the biomedical field,
including the printing of cells, bio-scaffolds and human organs AM, see Figure 10.
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Figure 10 A commercially available ‘human organ printing’ AM machine. Courtesy
Organovo Inc.

Short-term goals and challenges (1-3 years)
There are currently a lot of activities focuses on AM for a number of different industries
and applications, however in order to ensure that the technology moves forward in order
to become accepted as a ‘generic’ manufacturing route. Over the next 1 to 3 years
continuing the development of material parameters and understanding of the properties
and capabilities of the AM systems available on the market. It is key to assess and
understand the stability of the process and make improvements to AM systems that will
allow production components to be produces with necessary properties. Identification of
applications and work with end users to understand the business case for using AM over
other manufacturing routes. Additional areas to be focused on in the next 3 years include:
Highly complex parts
Parts that contain complex internal features
Hollow or internally reinforced parts

Medium-term goals and challenges (3-10 years)
The vision of many in the industry is a clean factory with row upon row of AM machines,
all quietly and efficiently delivering product with minimal human intervention. This is
becoming a reality to a certain extent within ‘polymeric’ applications, see figure 5.
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Figure 5: A modern AM facility, where AM machines produce parts with minimal
intervention. (Courtesy Materialise)
There are metallic AM job shops that have multiple machines, but they tend to have
around three rather than thirty. Where AM can be very productive, and this falls into
where the EU strategy should focus, is highly advanced, low labour intensive,
environmentally sensitive, manufacturing. If a large shop floor can be maintained by
very few staff, wage rates do not have a significant effect on cost, and hence the EU can
compete on more of a level playing field with low wage rate economies.
The challenges to productionisation have been mentioned above in all of the four areas,
but are mainly to do with taking proven concepts at TRL4 and moving them to TRL 7 to
9. There is an investment barrier here, because of the amount of capital and effort needed
to put a product into production. The whole supply chain also needs to be developed,
from material supply to reliable AM systems to post-processing.
Certification and standards are also key goals and challenges for the medium term to the
long term development of AM in sectors such as aerospace and medical.

Long-term goals and challenges (10+ years)
In the medium to long term the unique aspects of AM will be used to add even more
value, with significant opportunities in:
Functionally graded structures in terms of design or material
The creation of assemblies
Establish Bio tissue engineering using AM
Increase the scale of AM to build larger components

There is also a vision to avoid the creation of parts altogether and just grow your
functioning system using AM. Airbus has replaced a dual duct that had eighteen different
parts with one AM part. Whole systems could be grown in the future. These would be
simple to start off with but could get complex as the techniques mature.

Research and Development Priorities
The following areas outlined below are the research and development priorities advised
by the SRA.
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Assessment and improvement of the stability of the AM processes
Full automation of AM processes
Quality control of the processes including development of in process monitoring
and NDT
Material development
Scale up of AM processes
Certification and Standards
Certification

The barriers to the wide spread adoption of additive manufacturing are both technical and
legislative. Certification of additive manufacturing, for example in the manufacture of
components for aerospace industry, is necessary if we are to see flying aero engines of the
future containing AM parts. For this reason, there is growing interest to develop advanced
in-process inspection and quality control techniques to ensure standards are being maintained.
Non destructive testing (NDT), using non contact laser ultrasonics, is one of the methods
being developed to look for flaws in metallic components as they are being built (EC funded
MERLIN project). However, the identification and location of defects, although non trivial, is
only half of the story; developing methods to prevent or correct the defects is equally
important and something that needs strong consideration in the near future.
Universal Standards

For any industry that wishes to be taken seriously it needs to institute standards. In response
to this need the ASTM F42 committee on Additive Manufacturing Technologies was formed
in 2009. The Committee, with a current worldwide membership of approximately 100
individuals from academia, industry (including machine manufacturers and end users) and
government. F42 have already published a list of standard terminology, and more are on the
way (ASTM F2792). More recently (May 2011) a BSi sub committee was formed (AMT/8)
to provide the necessary standards to support innovative advancements within the AM
processes relevant to UK industry. In an attempt to standardise AM on a global scale ISO has
also created a technical committee (TC 261) to begin discussions on standardization in the
field of Additive Manufacturing concerning their processes, terms and definitions, process
chains (Hard- and Software), test procedures, quality parameters and supply agreements.
Within ISO TC 261 there are currently 7 participating countries, 6 of which are from the
European Union. There are also a further 9 countries acting in an observing role. The work
being conducted to agree standards is very much in early phases of discussion. Nevertheless,
it is a welcome sign throughout the AM industry and shows a commitment to promote the
technology across industrial sectors. There is also a general recognition that a lack of
standards has been limiting the uptake of additive manufacturing in key industrial sectors e.g.
aerospace and medical/dental. The adherence to standards will only help to increase adoption
of the technologies and open up extensive research and development opportunities.

Public Engagement and Education
Though technological barriers exist, as in most technology areas, the majority of barriers
tend to be non-technical and instead are more focused on human-centric issues. In the
case of AM, these include a lack of education of practitioners in AM capabilities, cultural
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differences, vested interests and potentially a lack of imagination. To overcome these
barriers, a program of education is recommended:
• University courses, education materials, and curricula are needed at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels,
• Similar needs exist at the technical college level, and
• Training programs for industry practitioners, perhaps with certification by professional
societies or organisations (e.g., SME, ASME).
In addition to formal education programs, outreach to non-technical populations is also
needed:
• Programs for management or other non-technical business personnel on logistics, lean
manufacturing, new business models, etc.
• Programs for educating the general population would enhance the interest in AM
applications and generate some societal “pull” for these technologies. Outreach could
take the form of museum exhibits, “product placement” in television shows and movies,
topical segments on popular shows, or creative advertising and marketing campaigns for
new products.
Links with other AM activities
There are a number of initiatives for AM across Europe that are taking place such as the
EU Technology platforms, in addition to this support through FP7 funding has been given
to a number of projects which are investigating AM these include IMPALA, Spare part, A
footprint, Compolite and Karma.
Manufuture

Manufuture is the European technology platform which is to propose, develop and
implement a EU strategy to increase the EU share of world manufacturing by speeding up
the rate of industrial transformation through innovation and research. This SRA will feed
into Mnaufuture to assist in the aims of the technology platform by highlighting the
required developments needed for AM to become the norm in EU manufacturing.
EU Member state national funding

Within each member state there are national funding bodies, within the UK there the
Technology Strategy Board which provides funding for technology research and
development, this has been supportive of AM with a number of AM focussed project
being successful, however further funding is required to take the technology to a more
mature processes. AM NET is a UK AM initiative set up in 2010 which has
representatives from all aspects of the AM community within the UK enabling networks
and focussed workshops on the direction of AM.
Rest-of-world

There is increasing interest from countries outside Europe for manufacture using AM,
with research taking place in the US and emerging markets such as China. Collaboration
with Europe in the area of AM would be beneficial for the community as a whole. There
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are a number of key conferences in the US that is often very well supported by European
researchers both presenting and in attendance. This should continue and further links be
made, there is also a strong European presence on the ASTM F42 committee for AM
standards.
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Summary and Conclusions
The four main barriers for the mass exploitation of AM have been identified by the European
SRA as:
Cost
Design and Implementation
Environmental Benefits
Material and Process Development
Focus on these issues is taking place at individual organisations and research institutes across
the world, currently Europe is trying to focus the development of AM so that the barriers can
be achieved with collaborative efforts. Development of better understanding of the physics of
AM processes to capture the complexity in the multiple interacting physical phenomena will
reduce the risks that industry takes when adopting new technologies.
The future of AM lies with integrated design and manufacturing. The continuous
advancement in CAD software and 3D modelling needs to be linked with the direct
manufacturing capabilities of AM and create new applications, multi-purpose and even multimaterial components that can only be realised with AM technologies.
Recommendations

Contributors
This SRA has been put together with the support of the RM Platform and its members, there
have been a number of contributors from this platform and outputs from the UK AM Net
meetings have also been incorporated.
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Annex

Individual Workshop Outputs from UK AMNET
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UK Technology Roadmap for Metallic AM and the Aerospace Sector
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UK Technology Roadmap for Non-Metallic AM
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